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Let ISA’s industry leading SOC-as-a-Service do the work for you!

Recently named a Major Player in Canadian Security Services by IDC MarketScape©, ISA offers industry leading SOC-as-a-

Service solutions, powered by its Cybersecurity Intelligence & Operations Centre (CIOC). To achieve and support your

cybersecurity goals, your ISA Certified Partner can help by deploying RADAR , a state-of-the-art Vulnerability Management

service.

Scan and audit with Cloud-based Vulnerability Management.

Understand and remediate the vulnerabilities in your network.

Every day, attackers try to exploit vulnerabilities in the networks and applica tions of Canadian SMB’s. Fur thermore, it can be

challenging to meet and to comply with industry regulatory standards. A robust Vulnerability Management service will help you

to create processes to audit patch management and validate fixes periodically.

Reduce your vulnerabilities

Your teams and the customer’s internal teams

can maintain focus on supporting the company’s

core business.

RADAR is a cost effective cloud-based service

that offers the customer insights through easy to

understand dashboards.

ISA can audit your customer’s patch

management, validate if fixes are applied and

whether they are applied properly.

RADAR performs periodic non-inva sive virtual

scans that do not compromise the customer

environment.

Web servers running unsecure FTP’s, OpenSSH

servers with known vulnerabilities, and other

irregularities are picked up by RADAR.

RADAR benefits in a nutshell:

Here are the top 8 reasons
why RADAR can be perfect
for you::

Learn more about the ISA Cybersecurity Services at www.isacybersecurity.com. 

Contact your trusted partner for more information 
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Vulnerability Management goes well beyond traditional OS patching and auditing.

Not only will the RADAR service measure the risk and success of your patch management process, it will also uncover the

vulnerabilities in your network, including applications, switches, and firewalls.

How does RADAR support you?

Critical insights and reports at your fingertips.

Organizations protected by ISA’s SOC-as-a-Service solutions have access to a secure portal where they can access easy to

understand insights through dashboards and monthly reports. Automated email reports will be shared after scanning.

Features included in the RADAR Service:
*full set of features can be found in the Service Description

24/7 by 365 support and alerting by ISA’s best-in-class security experts

Access to unique portal with easy-to-understand dashboards and 

comprehensive monthly reporting

Complete digital on-boarding experience through VPN and Virtual Scanner

Advanced Analytics measure, analyze and visualize vulnerability data

Alerts and Notifications of critical vulnerabilities, based on severity level

Dynamic Asset Grouping to reduce scan time and accelerate remediation

Compliance visibility and checks against industry and regulatory standards 

like CIS, DISA STIG, FISMA, PCI DSS, HIPAA/HITECH, SCA, and more. 

Integrations with leading solutions in patch management, mobile device 

management, threat intelligence, and more.

We are here to help.

Successful implementa tion of

the RADAR service and,

ultima tely, your satisfaction rely

on clear understanding of the

features provided by (and

minimum requirements for) the

service. Reach out to your ISA

Certified Partner for more

information today.

Fig.1: The ISA SOC-as-a-Service customer
portal, incl. the RADAR service (subject to
change)

Learn more about the ISA Infinity Partner Program at www.isacybersecurity.com. 
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